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Chapter 1 : Hanon exercises - Piano finger exercises in all keys
Piano scales are valuable knowledge for every person playing the piano. It is the theory behind that will help you
understand things like for example chords. Playing scales can also be a great way to improving your technique, and
serve as building block for creating melodies.

Printable Piano Music Scales for Beginners Print and practice all the major and harmonic minor piano music
scales with correct fingering. The scales are organized in groups with comments, so you can learn the
fingering easier. I may receive a commission if you purchase something mentioned in this post. Printable
Piano Music Scales in all Major and Harmonic Minor Keys All the scales are here in one octave, but you can
of course practice each piano scale in as many octaves and in any tempo you like. Many times you can even
use the same fingering! Make sure to read the comments in the score to help you further. Please note that there
is no key signature used. This is to make it easier for beginners to quickly learn the scale pattern and fingering
without worrying about learning the key signature. Practice the piano music scales in the exact order they are
written, this helps you to get used to the fingering patterns! Whole-whole-half-whole-whole-whole-half This
pattern of whole and half steps is what creates the sound of major. The Harmonic minor scale uses the same
keys as the parallel major scale same starting note, but major , but lowers the 3rd and the 6th. The Melodic
minor scale uses the same keys as the parallel major scale, but lowers the 3rd when ascending going up and
lowers both the 7th, 6th and third going down. The Natural minor scale uses the same keys as the parallel
major scale, but lowers the 3rd, 6th and 7th steps. Relative Major and Minor Each major scale has a relative
minor scale. They are called "related", since they share the same key signature the sharps or flats in the
beginning of the staff. Your free scales are for beginners- so I chose to write the accidental in front of each
note, instead of using the key signature. So, for example G major and E minor both have one sharp sign as
their key signature. When you practice the G major scale, you can use the same keys again but instead start
and end on E. This is then called the Natural E-minor piano scale! Raising the 7th step gives you the
Harmonic minor scale. Raising the 6th and 7th step going up, and keeping the scale Natural going down gives
you the Melodic minor scale. Piano Music Scales Fingering Rules A simple rule when playing scales is not to
use your 1st finger on a black key since it is too short. The fingering pattern you will see -much more clearly
when playing many octaves- is the grouping of fingers in 1 2 3 and 1 2 3 4 patterns. Try to practice the piano
music scales that share the same fingering first, and always hands separately. It is fun to play both- but more
important to be able to confidently play one hand at a time without effort. Now go and do some
"finger-jogging" with these piano scale exercises!
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Chapter 2 : Learn To Play Piano - A Complete Beginners Guide
Learn to play piano scales in major and minor as well as in other interesting modes in the lessons below! This is an
extensive piano resource with free piano lessons and printable scale charts for beginners.

Theory Piano scales â€” overviews and instructions Piano scales are valuable knowledge for every person
playing the piano. It is the theory behind that will help you understand things like for example chords. Playing
scales can also be a great way to improving your technique, and serve as building block for creating melodies.
Because of the relationship of notes in certain scales, they will always sound well played together. A fact that
makes scales a primary foundation for everyone who wants to improvise on the instrument. This can be done
just by playing the white keys as in the C Major Scale, or it can be more advanced by, for example, using
modus for jazz improvisation. In addition, training at scales will make your fingers stronger. This in
combination with your increasing knowledge about how the tones relates will make you capable to play faster.
On this site you can learn lots of piano scales and receive tips explaining how to use them. In the menu, you
will find different categories of piano scales and also resources like printable scales and useful tools like
explanations of correct fingering. At last there are exercises and some words about the theory of piano scales.
New scale with pictures and theory: Neapolitan Major Scale A scale with sources back to Italian opera
composers in the 18th century. Harmonizing the minor scales in different keys into chords. How to define
scales Scales are a collection of tones that belong together, they can also belong to a certain key. This
relationship is also true about chords â€” but the difference between chords and scales is that a scale normally
consists of more notes, which are not played simultaneously as often is the case with chords. A scale is a
collection of notes that have a musical connection and are building blocks for chords and starting-points for
improvisation. By knowing and recognizing scales, you will be able to place a song in a musical context and
as a result be able to play it with less effort. Knowing scales on the piano can, of course, also assist you in
composing your own music. Attitudes toward scales As mentioned above, this part of your piano education is
sometimes given negative connotations: As a footnote atonal music could be mentioned here, that is a reaction
against the tonal music. Exactly which scales you should focus upon will depend on the musical styles that
interest you. But generally, it is a good advice to learn the common Major Scale considering how common
they are in piano music. Important to study is also the Minor Scale which exist in three different versions â€”
the natural, the harmonic and the melodic. The Pentatonic scales are also common, and in some styles the
modal scales are frequently used. The keyboard The piano has 88 keys that are put together on a keyboard. As
shown in the picture below the keyboard on a piano is symmetrical arranged in twelve â€” seven white and
five black â€” keys that are repeated some exceptions are shown in the left and right ends. These keys are also
ordered in octaves that makes eight notes. Every interval between two notes of the same tone, like a C to a
higher C, is an octave. The notes Playing piano is often done by reading notes. Below you can see an
illustration of notes on a staff â€” here as the scale of D major. On this site you can find exercises with scales
written in notes. Copyright The pictures that illustrate the scales on this site are protected by copyright and are
not allowed to be used or published without permission.
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Chapter 3 : Beginner Piano Music for Kids -- Printable Free Sheet Music
Piano scales lay the foundation for a pianist's keyboard skills and understanding of music. Mastering the music scales
on the piano will not only help you know your keyboard, it will also provide you a knowledge base for learning piano
music and even composing your own music.

This is an extensive piano resource with free piano lessons and printable scale charts for beginners. Get
yourself a good piano scales sheet music book like: Every serious pianist needs something like this as a
reference. I may receive a commission if you purchase something mentioned in this post. This is the one most
of us learn first. Learn about it here, and some useful exercises, tips and tricks to play it perfectly! The
Technique of Playing Scales for Beginners: Learn the proper technique for playing scales that are using black
keys, but these are MUCH easier than you think! Great tool for visual learners! See below for all the minor
scales as well. The 12 Major Piano Scales Pdf: I knew you would ask! Here they are, notes with fingering and
study guide. Ready to print for free! Here is a trick to quickly learn how to play 5 major and 5 minor scales on
the piano. All Major and Minor Scales: Learn how to study the scales more effectively in different groups
regarding similarity and difficulty. Here you will also find ideas on what scales to study in which order. The
Piano Minor Scales: Learn about the Natural, Harmonic and Melodic minor scales, as well as why and how
they are different. Piano Scale Charts The free printable piano scale charts show you exactly how the scales
look like on the piano keyboard. Great for visual learners, and to learn them quickly by heart.
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Chapter 4 : racedaydvl.com: piano scales beginner
Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store. Piano Scales, Chords & Arpeggios Lessons with Elements of
Basic Music Theory: Fun, Step-By-Step Guide for Beginner to Advanced Levels(Book & Streaming Video).

On this page you can find full length video lessons which cover all of the essential theory. If you are new to
jazz piano, check out the lessons on the major and minor scales. What Is A Jazz Scale? A jazz scale is a series
of notes that can be used when playing jazz. There are many different types of scales that can be used for jazz
improvisation. Some jazz scales are from Western European Classical music including the diatonic major and
minor scales, the diminished scales and the whole tone scales. There are also many other types of scales used
in jazz such as the pentatonic and blues scales, bebob scales and other modal scales. Jazz Piano Scales For
Beginners If you are just starting out with jazz piano scale study, the first step is to learn the 12 major scales.
Many of the interesting and exotic sounding modes can be derived from the major scale and so spending
adequate time to memorise them will give you strong foundations for further scale study. Whilst there is only
1 type of major scale, there are 3 types of minor scale: The natural minor scale is simply the major scale
played from the 6th to the 6th degree. The Melodic Minor Scale is used to create more interesting melodic
possibilities when playing in minor keys. The modes of the melodic minor scale can also be substituted into
major harmony to access more exotic sounding extensions and alterations. The Melodic minor scale is only
one note different to the major scaleâ€¦ simply flatten the 3rd of the major scale. Understanding this
relationship will help you visualise the melodic minor scale. The Harmonic Minor Scale is used to create more
interesting harmonic possibilities in minor keys. When we construct a minor progression , the V chord is
always built from the Harmonic Minor Scale. This ensures that the V chord is dominant in quality which
creates a strong and convincing sense of resolution to the I chord. In addition to the lessons on the major and
minor scales, you can also download PDFs containing the scales in all 12 keys. Firstly download the major
scale in all 12 keys PDF. By all means, use the notation to speed up the learning process but try to commit
these scales to your memory as soon as possible. Also ensure that you learn the scales numerically as this will
help you greatly with further scale study. An additional PDF can be downloaded which contains the 3 types of
minor scale. Jazz Piano Scales For Improvisation Scales and modes are used extensively in jazz for
improvisation and melodic development. Try not to look at scales as a linear set of notes as this can result in
aimlessly running up and down the scale which is not very musical or creative. The relationship between
chords and scales is called chord scale theory. Chord Scale Theory Every chord implies a scale, or in many
cases multiple scales. This relationship is called Chord Scale Theory. As a jazz musician, you have the
creative freedom to choose and select chord scales based on the type of sound you want to produce. Modal
scales are derived from the major and minor scales and are used in jazz for soloing and improvisation.
Learning the major and minor modes gives you a pool of notes to improvise over any chord symbol.
Memorising and understanding these formulas will allow you to quickly and easily find the 7 major modes of
all 12 keys. The Modes Of The Melodic Minor Scale Download the melodic minor modes cheat sheet which
gives you the formulas for quickly constructing more exotic sounding chord scales. Pentatonic scales are
particularly useful in a modal setting when playing over 1 chord for an extended period of time. Listen to the
masters of jazz piano such as McCoy Tyner and John Coltrane to get an understanding of the types of sounds
created through improvising with pentatonic scales. Symmetrical Jazz Piano Scales The half-whole
diminished scale is an 8 note symmetrical scale. The scale alternates half and whole steps until the scale starts
again. Jazz Piano Beginner In this course, we will explore the groove of Brazilian music. Bossa Nova
Beginner We explore the core elements of improvisation such as: Blues Piano Beginner We explore the chord
voicings, baselines and rhythms and then we add these 3 components together to create our first Bossa Nova
groove. Bossa Nova Beginner Extended chords are one of the hallmarks of jazz piano. We explore some
useful extended chords and apply the voicings to 4 jazz standards. Jazz Piano Beginner We use the minor
blues progression to explore pentatonic, blues scale, and modal improvisation. Jazz Piano Beginner A
selection of well-known festive arrangements. Share these jazzy Christmas tunes with your friends and family
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over the holiday season. Jazz Piano Beginner This course explores the altered chord tones: We then create
upper structure triads and apply to 4 famous jazz standards. Jazz Piano Intermediate Chord substitutions allow
you to add interesting variations to a common progression. Jazz Piano Intermediate In this course we explore a
range of voicings for major, minor and dominant chords. This will help you build full, solo piano
arrangements. Jazz Piano Intermediate Chords and scales share an intimate relationship. All chords imply a
scale, and these scales are used extensively for jazz piano improvisation. Jazz Piano Intermediate We explore
slash chords, cluster voicings and upper structure triads variations to then apply these voicings to 5
well-known jazz standards. Jazz Piano Intermediate Transcription is an essential step in learning to improvise.
We cover the basics of transcription and transcribe a number of improvised lines and solos. Jazz Piano
Intermediate This course contains intermediate to early advanced level jass standard arrangements. These
arrangments are all for solo piano performances. Jazz Piano Intermediate Introductions are used to set the
mood of a performance. We explore the theory and formulas and create killer intros for a number of jazz
standards. Jazz Piano Advanced This course covers walking bass, blues and gospel inspired jazz standards.
We introduce the major blues scale to add soulful licks to your arrangements. Jazz Piano Advanced These
lessons will prepare you for playing in a jazz band so that you know what to expect, and what is expected of
you. Learn to comp and take a solo! Jazz Piano Advanced This course covers the foundations of jazz
improvisation. Jazz Piano Advanced Diminished Harmony is a huge area of study for jazz piano. Diminished
Scales are versatile scales that are used extensively in jazz improvisation.
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Chapter 5 : Piano Scales Book: Video Lesson 1: Basic Piano Techniques - Piano Hours
Printable Piano Music Scales for Beginners Print and practice all the major and harmonic minor piano music scales with
correct fingering. The scales are organized in groups with comments, so you can learn the fingering easier.

The purpose of this website: Building a strong foundation of piano-playing skills will lead to a lifetime of
piano-playing joy. Mastery of these scales benefits all musicians. Instrumentalists gain a higher working
knowledge of their instrument and of the music they play. For pianists, start with just one octave and master
the fingering and the notes for each scale, hand separately, and then hands together. Practice slowly, using a
metronome to help establish a steady tempo. Only go faster as the fingerings and notes become easy and flow
naturally. Once you have mastered the major scales in single octave scales, try extending each scale to two
octaves. This will be easier if you put a stop in after the first octave, giving your brain a chance to start the
pattern over for the second octave. As with all other scales that your play, multiply the benefits to your
piano-playing foundation by following them with Arpeggios, a cadence, and a tune in the same key. Do this,
and you will be greatly enhancing you knowledge and your skills. Keyboard imagery will be expanding in
your mind and in your hands. This will help tremendously in all the other areas of piano study: You, the ebook
where you will find the complete plan for your piano-playing foundation. Your knowledge of keyboard
geography and confidence in the feel and shape of each scale will help in reading and memorizing music, as
well as understanding the structure of the music you play. Chords and chordal structures will make much more
sense to you and you will see relationships and patterns which would not occur to you without proper
knowledge of the scales. Also, your technique will grow and your ability to solve and master fingering issues
will expand greatly. The pianist who has all the major and minor scales firmly in his head and in his hands will
be much more confident and comfortable with all areas of piano playing then one who does not. So master the
scales Learn the fingerings for all, develop speed and dexterity using the metronome, rhythms and links. Play
the scales in octaves, play the scales in thirds, in sixths, in tenths. Play them hands-separately, hands-together.
Play them parallel and in contrary motion. Play them loud, play them soft, play them with musical shaping and
touch. Play them in your pajamas, play them in your work clothes, play them in your football uniform Play
them, play them, play them. Scales can be lots of fun. You should never be bored when the scales are on your
mind and in your fingers.
Chapter 6 : Beginner Notes Sheet Music Downloads | racedaydvl.com
Learn easy piano scales. In this lesson, you will learn how to play the C major scale on piano with both hands. Learn the
correct fingering. Practice this easy piano scale with the right and left.

Chapter 7 : 12 Major Scales Free Download for Piano: Chords, Arpeggios and Scales
Beginner piano scales to help you improve your sight-reading, rhythm, and agility. They will also get you comfortable
with the notes & chords in each major scale.

Chapter 8 : Printable Piano Music Scales for Beginners
In this free piano webinar, we're going to go over how to learn piano scales for beginners (though you can use these
same tactics even if you're intermediate or advanced).

Chapter 9 : Printable piano scales
5-finger scales for shaping the beginner's hand posture. Wormies - just printable notes! Not note-reading, but just
looking at the musical staff as a "ladder" - one slow note at a time, up or down, or the same!
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